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A

M ESSAGE F ROM T HE I nterim V ICE P RESIDENT

s interim vice president for research and creative
scholarship, I have learned a great deal with respect to the creative
activities conducted by UM faculty and students. This Vision
publication is but one of a number of methods used by this office
to share the wide range of these activities. Additionally, two new
methods of sharing such information commenced this year: the
Research Spotlight panel discussions and a public radio program,
“Cores of Discovery,” which highlights campus research.
This issue of Vision gives an excellent snapshot of the breadth
and depth of the research and creative scholarship conducted by
UM faculty and students. Highlights include everything from a taxlaw discussion, which includes a case about country singer Conway
Twitty’s hamburger joints, to mastering the microbe.
In the cover story, marketing Professor Jakki Mohr relates how
she and her students study businesses that use biomimicry — the
idea of solving human problems based on the way nature creates
structural forms and establishes whole ecosystems. Mohr’s work
provides an excellent example of an important attribute that is
exemplified in these Vision articles: Student involvement is part and
parcel of these creative activities.
Daniel Dwyer, UM vice president for
Professor Martin Burke explains with the aforementioned
research and development, and a new
mass spectrometer installed in the
Twitty tax case that “real life is much more interesting than fiction”
Interdisciplinary
Science Building
and I am sure it would be difficult to top the Twitty Burger case! No
doubt we all “grind our teeth” once a year at tax time, and Burke
provides us with tax issues to think about and in some cases to
smile about.
Professor Frank Rosenzweig uses yeast and microbiology to study the aging process, as well as the evolution of
biodiversity. Most of us know that yeast is useful for making beer, wine and bread; however, most of us do not know that yeast
also is a powerful tool for studying the basic biology of mammalian cells.
Professor Janet Finn reports on children growing up in the Butte mining community and the difficulty families experienced
while earning a living in one of the most historically interesting Montana communities. I would encourage everyone to visit
the “Copper City,” walk around, view the gargoyles (unique to Butte) and try to visualize the ethnic diversity and the old mines
running three eight-hour-daily, dangerous shifts.
Professor Charlie Palmer reports on his study related to wildland
UM hires new research VP
firefighters having a high comfort level with risk and the potential
indication of also having attention deficit hyperactivity disorder. Then,
The University has hired Scott Whittenburg as its new
vice president for research and creative scholarship.
UM student Lance Pellerin is interviewed on his low-cost computing
Whittenburg was vice president for research and
research, and recent graduate from UM’s School of Law Zachary Scott
economic development at the University of New Orleans.
reports on his students working with UM’s Office of Technology Transfer.
He will start his new duties at UM in January 2013.
Finally, UM Professor Ric Hauer and Montana State University
Whittenburg worked at UNO since 1979, starting as an
assistant professor of chemistry and eventually serving
Professor Cathy Whitlock report on the Montana Institute on
as dean of the graduate school before taking over as
Ecosystems, which is an excellent example where faculty from both UM
vice president for research and economic development.
and MSU work closely together.
He received a physical chemistry doctorate from the
I hope everyone’s curiosity is stimulated as they read about the
University of Utah and completed his undergraduate
excellent work of this cross-section of UM’s faculty and students and
degree at Oregon State University.
“I am excited about the opportunity to help UM grow its
their involvement in a broad range of creative activities. V
research enterprise and expand its nationally recognized
							 David Forbes
creative and academic programs,” Whittenburg said.
Interim Vice President for Research and Creative Scholarship
Vision 2012
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QUICK LOOKS
Campus investigators attract millions for research
University of Montana faculty members expended nearly $62 million in external grants and
contracts to support the University’s research enterprise in fiscal year 2012. David Forbes, UM’s interim
vice president for research and creative scholarship, notes that UM researchers continued to bring in
substantial funding at a time when competition for such funding has grown much more intense.
The five individuals with the highest expenditures for 2012 were:
•

Andrij Holian, Center for Environmental Health Sciences, $2.4 million.

•

Ric Hauer, Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive Research, $2.4 million.

•

Terry Weidner, Maureen and Mike Mansfield Center, $1.7 million.

•

Stephen Sprang, Center for Biomolecular Structure and Dynamics, $1.7 million.

•

Charles Thompson, Department of Biomedical and Pharmaceutical Sciences, $1.6 million. V

MonTEC, Rivertop celebrate $3.5 million improvement project
Officials gathered Oct. 26 to celebrate
the completion of a $3.5 million renovation
and expansion of the Montana Technology
Enterprise Center (MonTEC), a business and
technology incubator operated by UM.
The project updated 15,000 square feet of
labs and office space to facilitate expansion
of Rivertop Renewables, a renewablechemical company resulting from the work
of UM Professor Emeritus Don Kiely. A new
2,000-square-foot addition will be outfitted
as a semi-works facility, which will help
Rivertop research, develop and produce costcompetitive, biodegradable chemicals.
“Rivertop is a great example of how the
University’s research enterprise can impact our
local economy,” says Joe Fanguy, UM director
of technology transfer and MonTEC president.
“This project will allow Rivertop to move its
renewable chemicals more quickly to market
and grow the company’s employee base here in
Missoula.”
The project was made possible by a $1.75
million expansion and renovation grant from
the U.S. Economic Development Administration,
and that amount was matched by UM. Rivertop
will invest an additional $2.5 million in private
capital to fully equip the facility. U.S. Sen. Max
Baucus helped secure the federal funding for
the MonTEC improvements.
Rivertop now employs 20 workers and plans
to hire 15 to 20 more during the coming year.
Rivertop has developed proprietary
technology that can produce sustainable, highperforming, renewable chemicals from natural
sugars. The company currently develops
products for the detergent and petroleum
industries — $2 billion markets seeking
replacement chemicals that fulfill price,
performance and sustainability mandates.

The facility also will expand development of
Rivertop’s bio-based corrosion inhibitors for use
in road deicers — a product already purchased
by the Montana Department of Transportation.
Multiple longer-term opportunities exist
in the company’s research with advanced
biodegradable polymers, adhesives and other
functional materials.
Rivertop Renewables was incorporated in
2008. It then licensed patented technology
developed by Kiely while he was at the
University. Glucaric acid, one of the company’s
chemicals, can be made from corn and has
been recognized by the U.S. Department of
Energy as one of the top-12 chemicals of the
future made from renewable resources.

In a shift of business model, Fanguy
says, Rivertop now gives MonTEC an anchor
tenant, providing an opportunity for enhanced
focus on company assistance through joint
programs with UM’s Office of Research and
Creative Scholarship and School of Business
Administration, as well as the Missoula
Economic Partnership.
“MonTEC also has expanded common
areas to stimulate networking opportunities,
as well as added an additional conference
room and library space,” Fanguy says. “Several
new support programs also have been
launched to support incubator companies and
entrepreneurs across Missoula and western
Montana.” V

UM President Royce Engstrom (far left), U.S. Sen. Max Baucus (second from left) and others visit a
Rivertop Renewables lab during the October open house.
Vision 2012
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Q UICK L OOKS
Biological mechanism
discovered for massive
animal weapons, ornaments

UM professor helps
create digital textbook

In the animal kingdom, huge weapons
such as elk antlers or ornaments like peacock
feathers are sexy. Their extreme size attracts
potential mates and warns away lesser rivals.
UM scientists and their partners have
discovered a developmental mechanism they
think may be responsible for the excessive
growth of threatening horns or come-hither tail
feathers. Published July 25 in the online edition
of Science, the research reveals a mechanism
to explain both the size of these traits and the
UM evolutionary biologist Doug Emlen
incredible variation among males of the same
with two of his Japanese rhinoceros beetle
species — why some beetles, for instance, grow
research subjects (Laurie Lane photo)
massive horns while their fellows grow nothing
but nubbins.
“Our research explains how these enormous traits get to be so enormous,” says Doug
Emlen, a professor and evolutionary biologist in UM’s Division of Biological Sciences. “People
have known for 100 years that the best males produce the biggest structures, but nobody has
really understood how. Our work looks under the hood to explain why so many sexually selected
structures get so massive.”
The researchers discovered when they disturbed the insulin-signaling pathway in Japanese
rhinoceros beetles — big insects that can grow horns two-thirds the length of their bodies — the
horns were far less likely to grow. In fact, horn growth was stunted eight times as much as growth
of the wings, or the rest of the body. They interpret this to mean that the exaggerated structures
— the horns — are more sensitive to signaling through this physiological pathway than are other
traits.
During the experiment, Emlen and his team injected a cocktail of double-stranded RNA into
the beetle larvae to shut down the desired insulin pathway gene. Within 72 hours normal insulin
signaling had resumed, but by then horn growth was stunted. Researchers found the genitalia
grew normally despite the shutdown, and the wings and bodies were slightly affected. The horns,
however, experienced major changes.
“We found an intuitive candidate mechanism — the insulin-signaling pathway — and when
we perturbed it with our genetic experiment, we confirmed what we think the pathway should
be doing to these beetles,” Emlen says. “There is a hormone signal secreted by the brain that
circulates through the whole animal. It communicates to the different cells and tissues and
essentially tells them how much to grow.”
Hormone levels reflect the physiological condition of each animal, with high circulating levels
in well-fed, dominant individuals and lower levels in poorly fed or less-fit individuals. When tissues
are sensitive to these signals, as most tissues are, then their final sizes scale with the overall
quality and size of the animal. Because of this mechanism, big beetles have larger eyes, legs and
wings than smaller beetles.
Emlen says the horns are exquisitely sensitive to these insulin signals — more sensitive than
other structures. Developing horns in big, fit, well-fed males are drenched with the hormone,
spurring exaggerated horn growth. On the flip side, a small, less-fit male receives less of the hornboosting hormone, stunting growth of its weapon.
Emlen says this process explains how horns can range from massive to nonexistent among
male beetles of the same species and why the size of such exaggerated, showy traits accurately
reflects the overall quality of the males who wield them. He says the results likely are applicable
to other species beyond rhinoceros beetles, since additional studies have tied this same
physiological pathway to growth of red deer antlers and crab pincer claws.
“Horns and antlers matter,” Emlen says. “Animals pay attention to them when they size each
other up for battle. And females pay attention to horns or are attracted to males with really big
tails. Why? Because only the best of the best can have really big horns or tails.”
Emlen is the lead author of the Science article, titled “A mechanism of extreme growth and
reliable signaling in sexually selected ornaments and weapons.” His co-authors are UM’s Annika
Johns, Ian Warren and Laura Corley Lavine of Washington State University, and Ian Dworkin of
Michigan State University. Their work was funded by the National Science Foundation. V
Vision 2012
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It’s only fitting that an evolutionary
biologist is helping create the next
evolution of the textbook. UM’s Doug
Emlen helped create a first-of-its-kind
textbook coupled with an iPad app
to provide images, audio, video clips,
and interactive graphics and exercises
so college students taking courses in
evolutionary biology have multiple ways
to learn and — more important to Emlen
— to retain the subject matter.
According to Emlen’s publisher,
recent studies have found as many as
90 percent of college students don’t
read their textbooks because the
material tends to be dense and dull.
So Emlen and co-author Carl Zimmer,
a renowned science writer and regular
contributor to The New York Times, set
out to change that.
With the backing of progressive
publishing company Roberts & Company,
Emlen and Zimmer were able to rethink
the very nature of the textbook. Their
goal was to create a tool that would not
look or feel like the traditional deskreference textbook. Instead, they went
to work filling the pages of “Evolution:
Making Sense of Life” with compelling
narrative, conveying science through
stories and illustrating the pages with
commissioned, original artwork and
colorful photographs
The iPad application is where the real
evolution happened because students
can interact with the material. They
still can read all of the same text found
in the print version, but after reading
about, for example, the way mating male
frogs attract females, they can pull up an
island window audio player and hear the
difference between what a female frog
interprets as an attractive call and what
she hears as a non-attractive call.
Like a traditional textbook, students
can highlight information and take notes
in the margins. However, the app can
take that information and create custom
study sheets where even the professors’
notes and supplemental information can
be integrated.
The textbooks hit the bookshelves
in August, and the interactive iPad app
followed in September. The first chapters
now are available in the Apple app store
for free. V

Q UICK L OOKS
Study suggests insects drive
rapid change in plants

Researcher named
Regents Professor

Results from a five-year study involving UM plant ecologist
John Maron suggest plants can evolve quickly to lose anti-insect
defenses when those defensive traits are no longer needed.
Maron collaborated on a study of evening primrose wildflowers
in experimental plots growing in New York. The study found that
primroses lost defensive traits that protected them from planteating moths in only three or four generations when the insects
were experimentally suppressed.
“The research demonstrates that evolution can occur quite
rapidly in a field setting,” Maron says. “It also shows that in the
absence of herbivorous insects the frequency of plants possessing traits
associated with herbivore resistance can change rapidly.”
The National Science Foundation funded the research, and results
were published in the Oct. 5 issue of Science. Anurag Agrawal of Cornell
University was the principal investigator, and he worked with researchers at
UM, the University of Toronto and the University of Turku, Finland.
Through natural selection, the wildflowers evolved away from having
high concentrations of insect-deterring chemicals and later flowering, which
protects against plant-eating larvae that peak early in growing seasons.
The primroses also evolved traits making them better able to compete
against dandelions, which unexpectedly thrived in the experimental insectsuppression plots.
“When dandelions were liberated from their own herbivores, they
became more abundant in the plots,” Maron says. “This altered the
competitive environment and selected for primrose genotypes that could
handle this increased competition.
“This rapid change in primrose competitive ability was unexpected,” he
says. “It shows how interactions influencing one species in an assemblage
can in turn affect the evolution of other community members.” V

UM Professor Richard Bridges joined
an elite group last year when the state
Board of Regents unanimously voted to
name him Regents Professor of Pharmacology and Toxicology.
Regents Professor is the top rank awarded to faculty
members in the Montana University System. Bridges is only the
ninth UM professor to earn the title since the policy of naming
Regents Professors started in 1991.
“Professor Bridges joins the ranks of individuals who
exemplify the spirit of the faculty at UM,” President Royce C.
Engstrom says. “We are proud to recognize him not just for
his outstanding accomplishments, but his distinction as a
University citizen.”
Regents Professors must demonstrate unusual excellence
in instruction, scholarship and service, as well as distinctive
impact through their work. The rank is awarded by the Board of
Regents upon the recommendation of the University president.
Bridges has chaired UM’s Department of Biomedical
and Pharmaceutical Sciences since 2008. He also founded
and for eight years directed UM’s Center for Structural and
Functional Neuroscience, which is a National Institutes of
Health Center for Biomedical Research Excellence. He now
chairs the Montana Neuroscience Institute and was a founding
member of the Montana BioScience Alliance and the Montana
Neuroscience Institute.
Research in the Bridges group focuses on the
neurochemistry of membrane transport proteins that regulate
the movement of the signaling molecules into and out of cells
within the nervous system. V

Campus lands new state-of-the-art microscope
Small things just got bigger at UM with the
installation of a VEGA-3 Variable Pressure
Scanning Electron Microscope on Sept. 12 in
the Clapp Building.
The $425,000 microscope was funded
primarily by the National Science Foundation’s
Major Research Instrumentation program and
will allow UM researchers to look at objects
at the micron and nanometer scale. The
microscope uses electrons instead of light to
magnify objects tens of thousands of times,
magnifying one-millionth to one-billionth of a
meter.
The instrument also features several
special detectors that can capture other
types of images. For example, researchers
can spatially map the individual chemical
elements in a sample, obtain precise
information about the chemical composition
of materials at a particular spot, spatially
map mineral distribution in a rock or look at
the orientation of crystal lattices of individual
minerals in geological samples. It essentially
integrates surface imaging, chemistry and
crystallography into a single tool.
“The tool will allow UM faculty to expand

into new research, particularly with respect
to environmental, energy resources and
materials-based archaeology research that
previously couldn’t be done on UM’s campus,”
says Julia Baldwin, associate professor of
geosciences and the driving force behind
getting the SEM to UM.
Researchers in geosciences, anthropology,
chemistry and biochemistry, physics and
astronomy and the College of Forestry
and Conservation will use the instrument.
Applications include analyzing porosity and
mineralogical composition of rocks and
minerals, materials-based archaeology
research on the sources of lithic materials and
transport strategies, imaging mineralogical
and morphology changes in fire ash and the
effects on runoff and documenting the nature
and compositions of metal contamination in
fluvial sediments.
The instrument temporarily will be housed
in UM’s Clapp Building but will move to a new
state-of-the-art electron microscopy suite in
UM’s Interdisciplinary Sciences Building in
the coming year, along with existing campus
instruments that currently are housed with the
Vision 2012
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V

UM’s Julia Baldwin and the new electron
microscope
Division of Biological Sciences.
Because UM is one of the few western
universities with a scanning electron
microscope that offers such a wide versatility
in imaging capabilities, it will be made
available for use by faculty from other
universities and colleges. Other agencies such
as the Fire Sciences Lab and the Montana
Bureau of Mines & Geology also have
expressed interest in its applications. V

Q UICK L OOKS
Program lands $2 million for bird research in Asia
UM
fundraises
for new
telescope
project
Development of a new partnership
between the UM Department of Physics
and Astronomy, the California Institute of
Technology and Pennsylvania State University
will place UM on the cutting edge of the
search for new planets and help address the
age-old question, “Are we alone?”
UM is working with the astronomy
departments of Caltech and Penn State
to build a new array of telescopes called
MINERVA, which all three universities will use
to search for planets orbiting nearby stars.
The ultimate goal, according to UM Assistant
Professor of Astrophysics Nate McCrady, is
to locate earthlike, rocky planets capable
of supporting liquid water, the most basic
building block of life as we know it.
“We’re in a position to be on the cutting
edge,” McCrady says. “No one’s doing exactly
what we’re doing with this.”
By partnering with other universities, UM
has the capability to purchase one of four
telescopes that, when used in conjunction
with the others, will allow astronomers
to search the skies with extreme power
and precision. Looking to the stars with
the combined light collected by all four
telescopes will bring the cost of this powerful
array down from the $6 million ballpark to
about $1 million. UM’s stake would be about
$250,000 for one telescope and the imaging
camera within it.
Penn State already has purchased their
telescope, which was installed for testing at
Caltech in Pasadena, Calif. Caltech currently
is raising funds to purchase possibly two of
their own, and UM has started its fundraising
efforts.
After the initial investment for the
telescope, the project has the potential to
generate much more funding for research at
UM.
“It really elevates UM’s profile and makes
us very competitive for NASA and National
Science Foundation funding,” says McCrady.
For more information call McCrady at 406243-2041 or email nate.mccrady@umontana.
edu. You can learn more about MINERVA or
donate funds to purchase the telescope at
http://www.physics.umt.edu/minerva. V

Tom Martin believes his upcoming research on two superfamilies of birds in southeast Asia
will have a major impact on science’s understanding of how species form, how physiology may
influence longevity and the implications of climate change on their development and survival.
The National Science Foundation obviously sees potential in the research, too, because the
Montana Wildlife Cooperative Research Unit senior scientist and UM professor, together with
four other scientists, received a $2 million grant from the organization to pursue the study.
Martin leads the study titled “Dimensions: Collaborative Research — Historical and
contemporary influences on elevational distributions and biodiversity tested in tropic Asia”
with partners from the Smithsonian Institution, the
University of Kansas and Louisiana State University. A
large sum of the NSF grant, $1.3 million, will come to
UM for the study, and Martin will lead a group of student
researchers to the tropical island Borneo to study birds in
the Sylvoidea and Muscicapidae families.
The study will examine the effects of elevation
A Chestnutand temperature change on the tropical birds, who
capped yuhina
are ideal test subjects due to their narrow tolerance
carries food for
for environmental shifts. Martin says that in the wild,
its offspring.
species in the same genus are stacked on each other
elevationally and latitudinally. As you move higher up a
mountain or to higher latitudes, you will see species change with little to no bleed-over. Martin
and the team of researchers on the project hypothesize that these species’ ranges aren’t
based solely on competition or physiology, but rather a result of an interaction of competition
and physiology with fecundity and survival strategies.
“One of the things that’s becoming increasingly recognized, especially in the tropics, is that
as things warm up, some species don’t have the physiological tolerance to deal with global
warming,” Martin says. “So they’re being pushed up the mountain, and the species that are at
the top of the mountain are then being pushed off. There’s no habitat that’s suitable for them.”
Martin will use a team of three doctoral students and about 10 postgraduate students to
perform an on-the-ground study of the birds in their tropical habitat. V

Scientists identify hottest places on Earth
Identifying the hottest place on Earth has long been a contentious issue, but UM recently
analyzed satellite data of land surfaces temperatures to do just that.
For the past century, scientists typically have determined the Earth’s hot spots using air
temperature readings taken at weather stations. The World Meteorological Organization has
more than 11,000 weather stations collecting surface air temperatures, but the stations are
not located in the remote areas that are likely to be the hottest places on Earth.
UM researchers David Mildrexler, Maosheng Zhao and Steve Running decided to try a
different approach to locating the hottest place on Earth: They looked at satellite data.
The scientists analyzed data on land surface temperatures collected from 2003 to 2009
by the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer aboard NASA’s Aqua satellite. The
satellite passes over the Earth every afternoon and collects data on the amount of infrared
energy emitted by the land surface. Extreme surface temperature is what a person would feel
if they walked across a blacktop parking lot barefoot on a hot summer day.
They found that the hottest spot on Earth varies a degree or two from year to year, but the
Lut Desert in Iran, the Turpan Basin in China and the badlands
in Queensland, Australia, have the highest land surface
temperatures on Earth, all at around 70 degrees Celsius or
160 degrees Fahrenheit.
Using a hand-held device this past summer, Running
measured the surface temperature of the artificial turf in UM’s
Washington-Grizzly Stadium in mid-afternoon to be almost as
hot, around 150 degrees Fahrenheit, far above the 90-degreeFahrenheit air temperature reported at the National Weather
Service for Missoula that day. V
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Q UICK L OOKS
Trauma center earns $2.4 million
UM’s Catherine Off discusses her
research during the first-ever “UM
Research Spotlight” on Nov. 1. The
event highlighted some of the great
science being conducted here in
western Montana. Ten talented
researchers talked about their
projects during two panels, “Select
UM Mind and Body Research”
and “Developing Technologies for
Monitoring Humans, Animals and
the Global Environment.” About 75
people attended the inaugural event,
which is designed to help the public
learn about the ongoing efforts of
UM’s research enterprise. V

The National Native Children’s Trauma Center based
at UM has received a $2.4 million grant to continue work
with Native American youth who experience symptoms of
post-traumatic stress disorder.
The grant is a competitive refunding of the center
from the Substance Abuse and Mental Services Health
Administration. The center is based in the UM College
of Education’s Institute for Educational Research and
Service and provides trainings nationwide on mental
health services that are particularly effective in rural
settings and schools. The new award will expand these
trainings to include Indian Health Services clinicians,
tribal health departments, child welfare agencies and
reservation schools.
IERS Director Rick van den Pol says the grant will
provide training for professionals who serve Native
youth through the center’s outreach programs and
through partnerships with tribes. IERS analyzes program
evaluation data related to the participating children’s
wellbeing before and after therapy and most show
reduced PTSD symptoms. Students with depression also
exhibited reduced symptoms. V

UM researchers
receive major
conservationist
award
Two researchers at the
University’s Flathead Lake
Biological Station have
received one of the state’s
highest honors for their
work in conservation.
The Montana
Environmental Information
Bonnie Ellis and Jack Stanford
Center honored research
Professor Jack Stanford
and research Assistant Professor Bonnie Ellis with its 2012 Conservationist of
the Year award at a spring ceremony.
Jim Jensen, MEIC executive director, says the award is the highest
recognition of lifetime achievement in environmental conservation in Montana.
“Jack and Bonnie fit the description as perfectly as any recipient ever has,”
Jensen says. “Their world-renowned research has been translated to ordinary
citizens to understand the complexities of the Flathead Basin, in ways that are
extremely rare in science. … We cannot hope for sound policies to guide our
actions without the scientific basis, and it is only possible for policymakers to
make informed decisions if they can understand the implications of scientific
research, and that is what Jack and Bonnie do best.”
Stanford, who also serves as the station’s director, has studied the ecology of
the Crown of the Continent ecosystem for more than 30 years, and has directed
research at FLBS since 1973. He has received nearly a dozen state and national
awards for his research and contributions to river ecology.
Ellis specializes in limnology, the study of inland waters, and her Flathead
Lake research has ranged from the physiological ecology of the lake’s
phytoplankton to its food-web dynamics.
“We are very pleased and proud to receive this award,” Stanford says. “It
underscores the importance of the work at the biological station to the people
of Montana.” V
Vision 2012
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Math Professor earns
prestigious award
The Mathematical Association
of America selected UM Professor
Mark Kayll as one of two winners of
the 2012 Carl B. Allendoerfer Award
in September.
The Allendoerfer Awards are given for articles of
expository excellence published in Mathematics Magazine.
Kayll earned the award for his article “Integrals Don’t Have
Anything to Do With Discrete Math, Do They?”
“The college is thrilled for Mark,” says Chris Comer,
dean of UM’s College of Arts and Sciences. “He joins a
distinguished list of well-respected professionals in the field
of mathematics, including former plenary speakers at some
of our own UM conferences.”
At the Aug. 3 award ceremony in Madison, Wis., the
MathFest 2012 prizes and awards booklet lauded his work.
“Kayll’s well-written article provides us with engaging
examples in which discrete and continuous mathematics
come together,” the booklet read. “It reminds us that
elements such as the gamma function are interesting in
their own right, and it elegantly illustrates some of the ways
in which continuous mathematics can be used to study
discrete concepts.”
Kayll grew up in North Vancouver, British Columbia. After
earning his bachelor’s degree in mathematics from Simon
Fraser University and his doctorate in mathematics from
Rutgers University, he joined the faculty at UM. Along with
UM College of Arts and Sciences Associate Dean Jenny
McNulty, he was a co-organizer for the Big Sky Conference
on Discrete Mathematics for 10 years. V

The Business of

Biomimicry

Professor studies
companies using nature
to solve problems and
enhance products

UM Regents Professor Jakki Mohr

By Erika Fredrickson

J

akki Mohr found her most recent
academic inspiration from a
humpback whale.
That might seem odd considering that
for the past 25 years — 15 of those at
The University of Montana’s landlocked
business school — she has taught
marketing, and not, for instance, marine
biology. Yet ever since she was a child,
Mohr has loved being out in nature, and
in Missoula she walks and runs along
scenic trails and into the wild mountains
around the valley. In her class, though,
there hasn’t really been an opportunity
to make a connection between the
natural world and the world of human
industry.
In the elective she teaches, Marketing
of High Technology Products and
Innovations, Mohr aims to expose her
students to the most cutting-edge
technologies. “In order to have credibility

in the high-tech domain, you have to
be on the leading edge of trends,”
says Mohr, UM’s first female Regents
Professor and the William and Rosemary
Gallagher Distinguished Faculty Fellow.
In 2008, however, Mohr heard a talk
at UM by Janine Benyus, a Stevensville
resident and author of “Biomimicry:
Innovation Inspired by Nature.” The
talk was about biomimicry, which is the
practice of solving human problems by
developing technologies based on the
way nature creates structural forms,
does chemistry and establishes whole
ecosystems.
For Mohr, it hit right at the intersection
between nature and business. In one
of her examples, Benyus talked about
the humpback whale. She told the story
of how one company had revamped
the blades of their wind turbines to
emulate the scalloped edges of a whale
flipper, which allowed the blades to cut
efficiently through air just as the flipper
Vision 2012
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cuts efficiently through water. And she
gave another example that blew Mohr
away: A company called Calera Corp. had
started making cement inspired by the
same process that ocean coral uses to
create its skeleton. Instead of a high-heat,
energy-intensive, carbon dixoide-emitting
process — the usual way cement is made
— the company makes the material in
ambient temperatures, like the ocean
does, removing carbon dioxide in the
process and creating a substance that’s
even more durable.
“Her examples were so compelling and
totally captured my imagination,” Mohr
says. Here was a way, she realized, to
integrate very disparate aspects of her
life and to help her students think on
the cutting edge while still considering
environmental impacts. It was a chance
for her students to aid companies which,
in a world fixed on consumption and
profits, might be able to lead the future of
business in a positive way.

B

iomimicry is not a new concept.
Some of the most important
inventions — from planes to
telephones — use components based
on biological designs. But the deliberate
philosophy behind biomimicry is fairly
new. Velcro was devised in 1948 from the
way burrs cling with ease to clothing and
fur. Japan’s bullet train used to cause a
loud booming sound at high speeds until
the nose of it was redesigned in the late
1990s to imitate the kingfisher, whose
beak allows it to gracefully break through
water. Now the train is quieter, and its new
aerodynamic nose uses 15 percent less
electricity while running 10 percent faster.
In recent years, organizations such as
Missoula’s Biomimicry 3.8 (formerly the
Biomimicry Guild, co-founded by Benyus),
along with other biomimicry groups
across the globe, have helped companies
and inventors think more deliberately
about how to solve human problems by
thinking about what nature would do. One
resource Biomimicry 3.8 has developed
is the online database Ask Nature, where
people can type in a question such as
“How does nature filter water” and get a
list of organisms that do just that, plus
a list of the technologies that have been
developed based on each organism.
Current examples of biomimicry are
inspiring: Columbia Forest Products has
found a way to mimic the way mussels
adhere to rocks, and a soy-based
protein adhesive is now used instead of
formaldehyde to make a brand of plywood
called PureBond. Not only does it avoid
toxic chemicals, it has enhanced durability
and water-resistance as well.
Telling such stories evokes the kind
of delight you might get from children
exploring the forest floor or first hearing
about space exploration. As Mohr began
studying biomimicry, she was able to
get that message across to others in the
business world. In her TED talks — one
she did in Bozeman and one in San Diego
— you can hear that thrill in the way Mohr
delivers the stories.
“How does nature create a strong vapor
explosion?” she asks the audience. “In
this case it’s the Bombardier beetle.”

stars in people’s eyes. But it’s not always
She explains how Swedish Biomimetics
so easy.
3000 has mimicked the beetle’s valve
In one of her TED talks, Mohr says
and chamber system to produce a spray
that in studying a particular problem a
explosion called uMist — a technology
biologist asks the question, “How does
used with, among other things, fuel
injection in the automotive industry. She nature do that?” An engineer asks, “How
do I solve that from a technical challenge
tells the story of how shark skin repels
perspective?” And a business person asks
bacteria and how Sharklet Technologies
“What’s the value of that to customers in
in Colorado uses that design with
the marketplace or to stockholders?”
hospital surfaces to keep bacteria such
“Those three different lenses on the
as MRSA (the antibiotic-resistant staph
problem all need to be brought together
infection) from colonizing.
synergistically,” she says.
Since weaving biomimicry into her
marketing class, Mohr’s students have
Often a biomimetic solution might
worked with small
startups that use
biomimetic inventions,
helping those
companies analyze
what their marketing
challenges are and
coming up with
recommendations
for how to overcome
those challenges
The bumps on humpback whale fins were mimicked by WhalePower
Corp.
to create more efficient fans and turbines.
as part of their
(Whale
photo
by Christopher DiNottia, courtesy of the Biomimicry Institute. Turbine
coursework for credit.
image courtesy of WhalePower Corp.)
Students have worked
with GreenShield
take years to develop. For instance,
Technologies, which makes naturally
Qualcomm MEMS Technologies Inc., a
water-repellent fabrics based on the
division of mobile technology company
lotus leaf. They’ve worked on marketing
Qualcomm, has a biomimetic invention
plans for Ornilux, which manufactures
glass that minimizes bird collisions. That based on the way Morpho butterfly wings
reflect light waves to create iridescent
glass mimics the webbing of spiders
color patterns in the Amazon rain forest.
whose threads use a naturally reflective
The invention came from Iridigm Display
UV coating.
Corp., where founder Mike Miles studied
“Those projects have been extremely
for years how to mimic these reflective
well-received by the companies,”
properties to create electronic displays
Mohr says. “They were blown away by
— for cellphones, cameras and laptops —
the quality of work the students had
that would maintain their bright color even
done for them. It’s really a win-win-win
opportunity: It’s a win for the Biomimicry outside in the sun, where most people
usually have to shield their displays from
Institute, it’s a win for the companies
the glare. And they’d do it without relying
because they’re getting good insight
on extra energy. Qualcomm acquired the
[for free], and it’s a win for the students
company for the vibrant displays and
to be able to demonstrate marketing
also because these new displays actually
proficiency with a very complicated
conserved the battery better, and that
technical scientific invention.”
seemed appealing to their customers.
iomimicry holds an allure for a
“It’s a very interesting strategy,” Mohr
lot of people, and the promise it
says. “Yet, the length of time between
holds for the future quickly puts
studying how to get the color and actually

B
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getting it into a viable product, that is
so incredibly challenging that many
companies simply don’t have the length
of time to make that work. Most of these
companies we studied were publicly
traded companies that have short-term
pressures to meet earnings targets
on Wall Street. They’re inspired by the
promise of biomimicry, but when they
look at how long it takes to take it from
inspiration to execution, they’re not able
to sustain that time period.”
On a basic level, it’s also hard for
everyone involved to get on the same
page. Even talking marketing with Mohr
can be a challenge if you’re not savvy to
the lingo. So, think about how difficult it

“You’re going to take advantage of
nature and make money off of it? That’s
a real paradox!” She laughs. “And so
there’s a huge disconnect there as well.”
It’s a new approach for everyone,
but it doesn’t mean it can’t work. And
to Mohr, it’s essential that it does.
“Overcoming those challenges,” she
says, “is going to be what separates
companies who successfully harness
biomimicry from those who do not.”

A

s a co-author for the book
“Marketing of High Technology
Products and Innovations,” Mohr
pitched biomimicry as a concept to her
co-authors for the latest edition.
“They gave me
the green light
to go ahead and
include that as one
of the key protocols
for innovation that
we cover in one
of the chapters in
the book,” Mohr
says. She worked
GreenShield Technologies makes naturally water-repellent fabrics
with Benyus
based on the design of the lotus leaf.
and biomimicry
(Leaf photo by Alex Grande, courtesy of the Biomimicry Institute)
consultant Dayna
Baumeister to nail
down the concepts.
could be for a biologist and an engineer to It ended up being the first business
communicate about biomimicry using the
book to include biomimicry. Mohr also
terms and concepts they deal with in their has included biomimicry as a subject in
separate fields.
some of her marketing articles.
“Who knows how the butterfly wings
Most recently, she started an
create their iridescent color?” Mohr says.
academic study looking at Fortune
“It’s a biologist. Who knows how to create
500 companies attempting to integrate
displays for electronics? It’s an engineer.
biomimicry into their respective
How do you get engineers to talk to
industries. She’s working with two
biologists in the design process? It’s not
collaborators — one from the University
obvious to most companies.”
of Arizona and another from the
A lot of companies hire a consultant or
University of Illinois. The trio received
a biologist as part of the design team, but a grant from The Marketing Science
it’s a challenge to bridge those worlds.
Institute in Boston to study the Fortune
It can be frustrating. Biologists often are
500s to understand the challenges they
motivated by the purity of their discipline,
face in bringing a sustainability ethos
Mohr says. And engineers initially might
to their innovation processes and the
be motivated by how their invention will
strategies that they use to overcome
rise to the top of the market.
those challenges, even those as simple
“There’s this whole philosophical edge
as the resistance to change.
to this discussion, right?” Mohr says.
There’s good reason to explore
Vision 2012
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those big-company obstacles. It’s these
large entities that have the biggest
environmental footprints, and that
means the changes they make toward
sustainability would have enormous
impact.
With that in mind, Mohr and her
collaborators started collecting data by
interviewing key executives across the
companies and generating hypotheses.
They’re still writing up their report, which
will eventually be peer-reviewed in the
hopes of getting the results published in a
marketing journal.
“It’s been a challenging project in
many ways,” she says. “But we think our
findings are going to have a very broad
impact not only in the way companies
think about biomimicry but also in terms
of the approach to the innovation process,
marrying new product development with
sustainable objectives.”
No funding is coming from Biomimicry
3.8 or any other biomimicry proponent,
and that’s in order to make sure the study
is independent and unbiased. One of
Mohr’s larger goals at the end of the study
is to build closer ties between UM and the
biomimicry group in Missoula.
“They have affiliations with universities
across the world, yet we at UM don’t have
a formal affiliation with them, and it really
requires a faculty champion to do that,”
Mohr says. “For a faculty champion to
have expertise, they have to have done
cutting-edge research in that topic.”
Biomimicry already is being thought
about in some UM environmental and
biology classes, she says. An official
relationship with the institute could open
up incredible possibilities for students
interested in biomimicry models of all
kinds.

W

hile some companies out
there are on board and ready
to find ways to incorporate
biomimicry and market it, there still are
those companies who remain skeptical
about the sustainability path, Mohr says.
They assume that sustainability means
it will cost them in some way. But when
companies get past that fallacy of logic,

they tend to be surprised.
“There’s a really cool MIT study that
came out in fall 2011 that actually shows
companies that infused sustainability into
their businesses are more profitable and
have a greater competitive advantage
compared to companies that don’t,” Mohr
says.
When companies do jump on board,
there tends to be some skepticism
from consumers. One question that
savvy consumers worry about is “green
washing.” Green washing is deceptive
spin coming from a company trying to
convince consumers that it’s sustainable,
even if that claim is a stretch. And it
certainly does happen now that green
products have become popular.
In working with companies through
her classroom and in her interviews
with industry leaders of Fortune 500
companies, Mohr found a curious other
side to the story.
“We talked to many companies who
were so worried about being accused of
green washing that they decided they did
not want to include some of their green
practices in their external marketing
communication,” she says. You have to
remember, she notes, that these are
companies already interested in being
sustainable, not just any companies in
the marketplace looking to make a buck.
Companies committed to sustainability
run a bigger risk from accusations of
green washing, so they’d prefer to not
take that risk at all. But it’s a viewpoint
most people don’t hear about.
“The leaders were extremely sensitive
about it to the point where they said,
‘We’d rather not make any green claims
at all; we would rather let external
influencers and bloggers carry that
message for us,’” she says.
Part of the problem is that companies
who claim to be green are going to be
more scrutinized by environmental
consumers, which is not a bad thing but
can lead to high expectations. When
is a company truly green? “Because
ultimately, unless you can control your
own supply chain from extraction of the
resource to the actual recycling of those

Biomimicry: Business Products Inspired by Nature
A company called Calera Corp. has
started making cement inspired by
the same process ocean corals use
to create their skeletons.
(Coral image courtesy of the Biomimicry Institute)

The nose of Japan’s bullet train was
redesigned to imitate the beaks
of kingfishers to eliminate sonic
booms. Kingfishers can dive into
water with hardly a ripple.
(Kingfisher image by Flickr photographer “wildxplorer,” courtesy of the Biomimicry Institute. Train image by Baka Onigiri,
courtesy of the Biomimicry Institute)

Columbia Forest Products produced
a soy-based protein adhesive for
plywood that mimics how mussels
adhere to rocks.
(Mussel photo by Flickr photographer “natamagat,” courtesy of the Biomimicry Institute)

Sharklet Technologies designed
hospital surfaces to repel bacteria
by studying the skin of sharks.

(Shark photo by Erik Charlton, courtesy of the Biomimicry Institute. Surface image courtesy of Sharklet Technologies Inc.)

Qualcomm MEMS Technologies Inc.
studied the reflective properties of
Morpho butterfly wings to create
mirasol displays that maintain
bright colors even in sunlight.
(Butterfly image by Izzy LeCours, courtesy of the Biomimicry Institute)

InterfaceFLOR designed carpet tiles
based on beautiful, random patterns
found in nature, such as a forest
floor. The design allows carpet
sections to be replaced without
replacing all carpet in a room.
(Tile image courtesy of InterfaceFLOR)
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resources, there’s going to be some
impact somewhere,” Mohr says.
While green washing was a concern
among the companies using biomimicry,
it wasn’t the main concern.
Bryony Schwan, Biomimicry 3.8’s
executive director, says that biomimicry
tends to have less arbitrary benchmarks
than other green systems of
measurement. Part of that is that you’re
working toward designs by nature, not
constructs made up by humans. And
there’s also an attitude, at least with
the biomimicry group, that’s more glasshalf-full.
“The reality is that it’s always a
journey,” Schwan says. “It’s unlikely
that we’ll ever get the kind of efficiency
you see in nature, and so for us it’s the
pathway that’s open. An example I like
to use for that is Velcro. Velcro was one
of the first biomimetic products that
comes to mind when people think about
biomimicry, and it’s a great idea. But the
problem is it’s made out of petroleumbased products. So if we were working
with a company making Velcro, we’d
say, ‘That’s great. That’s a fantastic first
step. You’ve mimicked the shape and
you came up with a really brilliant idea,
but now look at the materials nature
uses. That’s your next step along the
pathway to being truly sustainable.’ We
never approach it as a burden.
“And what ends up happening when
we sit down and work with companies
is when you start posing all these
questions to people, they actually get
more and more excited because they
suddenly realize the more into nature
they look, the more solutions there are.”

M

ohr recently went back and
read the famous 1854 essay
“Walden” by Henry David
Thoreau, in which he wrote: “Let us
first be as simple and well as Nature
ourselves, dispel the clouds which hang
over our brows, and take up a little
life into our pores.” She also delved
into poetry on nature and books with
a psychological bent such as Richard
Louv’s “Last Child in the Woods” about

children with “nature deficit disorder.”
She’s dug into studies on evolutionary
biology and neuroscience studies about
how nature — the ocean, for instance —
affects the brain.
“I’ve been trying to read broadly about
what it is about nature that speaks
to people so profoundly,” she says.
“What that is, I can’t say for sure. I think
there’s something about this longing for
a connection with nature that people
experience. The second thing is I think
people are concerned about the path that
society is on.”
When it comes to the largest footprints,
it’s the multinational businesses and
government that may seek to make
the changes. In 2010, the Obama
administration invited Janine Benyus to
consult on how to infuse biomimicry into
the government bureaucracy process.
Many industry leaders Mohr has spoken

...they actually get more and more
excited because they suddenly
realize the more into nature they
look, the more solutions there are.
to also seem to “feel a moral obligation to
change the trajectory,” she says.
One shining example of biomimicry
is InterfaceFLOR, the largest designer
and manufacturer of carpet tile in the
world. The company realized that one
of the major problems people face with
carpeting, especially in commercial
facilities, is that even when just a few tiles
of carpet are worn, you end up ripping the
whole thing out because of mismatching
patterns and dyes.
“By asking the question, ‘How does
nature create beautiful patterns in a
random fashion?’ they found inspiration
in the beauty of the forest floor,” says
Mohr. The company started making tiles
— made from non-petroleum-based biofibers — that were random enough to be
interchangeable, even if the carpet dye
weren’t an exact match. Like a forest
floor full of twigs and rocks, the overall
look of the Entropy carpet line would be
cohesive, and tiles could be replaced as
needed rather than tossing out perfectly
Vision 2012
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good tiles. And InterfaceFLOR is looking
for all kinds of ways to incorporate green
and biomimetic design into its entire
process, moving from a cradle-to-grave
approach to a cradle-to-cradle based
on reusing and repurposing the worn
materials.
But that’s not the end of the story for
InterfaceFLOR.
Instead of just providing the
carpet, the company has developed
a leasing model where they actually
will manage the carpet needs of their
large commercial customers, moving
away from the need to actually sell
the product. They work with an array
of market segments — schools, health
care and government — to provide
services that include maintaining
carpets and making sure that all parts
of the process are part of a sustainable
ecosystem. That’s important because
it’s the type of positive shift that Mohr
sees happening with business in the
future. What if companies stopped
trying to find ways of selling you things
even after you’ve stopped needing
those things, and started looking at how
to meet your actual needs?
“In nature you have organisms that
provide services for other organisms,
and that logic is just intuitively
appealing,” she says. “When you talk
about moving from a consumptionoriented business model, where you
have to sell people things, to a way
where you conceptualize your business
model more in terms of the underlying
problem that you’re solving for your
customers, and you provide that as a
service, that is the way the future of
business is moving.”
As the shift happens, Mohr and
her students are gearing up to help
companies figure out how to deliver that
message. And why.
“It’s taken 3.8 billion years to evolve
and adapt elegant, simple solutions that
can solve our problems if we take the
time to learn them,” she says. V
For more information, email
jakki.mohr@business.umt.edu

Mastering 			
the Microbe

UM lab engages tiny organisms
to study aging, multicellularity

By Cary Shimek

UM Professor Frank Rosenzweig and lab
manager Karen Schmidt sample yeast
fermenters. Single-celled alge similar
to Chlamydomonas may have developed
into multicellular Volvox (pictured in
background). Can it happen in the lab?

P

rofessor Frank Rosenzweig admits
his interests are many and diverse.
For the past decade, researchers in his
UM lab have studied everything from
creating super yeast for possible use in
ethanol biorefineries to how pathogens
evolve in a cystic fibrosis lung.
“I’ve been accused of being interested
in everything, which I suppose is true,” he
says in his slight, precise Tennessee
drawl. “But the unifying thread from all
our projects is that we use microorganisms
to ask fundamental questions about the
evolution of life on Earth.”
Two of the many questions that
excite him most of late: What can yeast
teach us about cellular aging? And how
might a single-celled microbe produce
offspring that start cooperating — even

to the point of making the jump to true
multicellularity?
. . . . . . . . . .
Useful for making beer, wine and
bread, yeast also are a powerful tool for
probing the basic biology of mammalian
cells. One of the great mysteries about
that biology is how and why cells age.
Yeast lifespan can be measured in two
ways: the number of times a cell divides
before it dies or the number of days a
yeast cell can live without dividing at all.
Because some of the most important
cell types in human bodies, such as
nerves, rarely divide, Rosenzweig became
interested in this second kind of yeast
aging, called chronological aging. In order
to stop yeast from dividing, researchers
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E. coli bacteria such as this
can evolve into a diverse
community with multiple
strains in about 100 days.

usually just starve
cells and see how long they live.
“But nerve cells in a healthy
human are not starving — far from it!”
Rosenzweig says. “They are among the
most metabolically active cell types in
the human body.”
So he set out to find a way to
uncouple yeast-cell division from
metabolism to study how yeast

age when there is plenty of food.
Rosenzweig’s lab has toyed with a “cute
little trick,” which seems greatly to
extend yeast chronological lifespan.
“It’s called an immobilization, and it’s
been around for at least 30 years,” he
says. “You take yeast cells and put them
into a sort of gelatin-type matrix. You grow
yeast in one container, stir up a batch
of something like sodium alginate in
another, mix the two together then pump
the mixture into a container containing
calcium chloride, which causes alginate
to cross-link and harden.”
The end result is a soft, tapioca-sized
bead. These beads, each impregnated
with yeast, then are packed into a
bioreactor and continuously fed a
liquid medium containing the vitamins,
minerals and food they need to grow
happily.
“Over the first couple of days,
yeast undergo four or five rounds
of cell division, and then they
stop,” Rosenzweig says. “You
can then supply a pint-size
reactor of such yeast with
several pounds of sugar per
week. The cells don’t divide,
but they do eat voraciously,
producing huge amounts of
carbon dioxide and ethanol,
which are both removed from the
reactor.”
The cells live on and on — far
past the lifespans they would have
if they were not in this altered state.
Immobilized yeast reactors efficiently
produce ethanol because they don’t
use any of the carbon in the sugar to
make more babies; all of it goes into
ethanol and routine cell maintenance.
Rosenzweig says it’s an amazing
process, but it has proved devilishly
complicated for chemical engineers to
scale up for use in biofuel production.
While immobilized yeast have
remained something of a biotechnology
toy for researchers interested in ethanol
production, Rosenzweig believes their
extended longevity will provide a useful
model to study aging.

Ultimately, the length of your life is
determined by the lifespan of your cells.
Yeast and humans seemingly don’t have
much in common — people have about
35,000 genes and yeast have about
6,200 — but the core genes that control
cell metabolism and reproduction are
similar.
Yeast is among the most-studied
organisms in science, and Rosenzweig
says yeast collections exist where, oneby-one, almost every gene has been
selectively deleted or amplified. These
collections consist of thousands of strains
that are genetically identical except for
the one gene that has been knocked out
or increased in copy number.

and the last ones standing will give you a
lot of insight into the genes that shorten
or extend cell lifespan.”
At the end of the exercise,
Rosenzweig’s lab hopes to generate
a list of genes that when knocked out
cause lifespan to be extremely brief, even
under conditions where it should be long.
Conversely, there should be a list of genes
that when increased in copy number
cause lifespan to extend.
When asked whether this research
could someday extend human lifespans,
he laughs and says, “That’s a long ways
off, but we think we have figured out a
way to model certain long-lived cell types
like human muscle and nerve cells — not
the whole organism. We’ll definitely probe
for genes that cause foreshortened or
extended cell lifespans.”
. . . . . . . . . .

The Rosenzweig lab uses
regular baker’s yeast, shown
budding in this image, to
study cellular aging.

The first men down
and the last ones
standing will give you
a lot of insight into the
genes that shorten or
extend cell lifespan.
“What we want to do is take the
whole collection and immobilize it in
bioreactors and ask these questions:
Which are the first dropout mutants
to drop out? Which are the last ones
standing?” he says. “The first men down
Vision 2012
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On the topic of single cells starting
to cooperate and possibly move
towards multicellularity — one
of the biggest leaps forward in
the history of life on Earth —
Rosenzweig says his interest
sparked while he was doing
postdoctoral work at the
University of Michigan.
Two of his mentors, Julian Adams
and Robert Helling, years ago made
an interesting observation: If they
took a single clone of a common E. coli
bacterium, fed it only glucose and let it
reproduce over multiple generations —
the simplest of experimental conditions —
they wound up with multiple E. coli strains
that lived happily together.
At the time this observation flew in the
face of both theory and prior experiments,
which suggested that they should have
wound up with a succession of mutant
clones each more fit than its predecessor.
This didn’t happen. One mutant became
best at eating glucose, but it churned out
byproducts that other genotypes became
adept at consuming. From a single E.
coli came many that worked together.
Apparently, cooperative behavior could
evolve in a test tube.

“My postdoctoral work showed it was
cross-feeding interactions that drove
the evolution of diversity,” Rosenzweig
says. “Biodiversity builds upon itself.
We created the simplest experimental
conditions possible, put in one cell type
but life found a way to produce multiple
cell types.”
The researchers learned that a single
E. coli could evolve into a community in
about 100 days, which encompasses
about 500 bacterial generations. The first
distinct strains arose in as little as 20 to
40 days.
“The great thing about working with
microbes in a laboratory is that you can
conduct evolution experiments at time
scales of weeks or months that would
require many thousands of years in longlived species like humans or elephants,”
he says.
Rosenzweig and one of his
postdoctoral associates, Margie
Kinnersley, intend to revisit this
work as a system to study the
evolution of cooperation, since
the bacteria work together to
extract the maximum amount
of energy from their limited
resources. They will study
at the genetic level what it is
about certain genotypes, or
certain environments, that favor
the evolution of these kinds of crossfeeding communities.
The UM lab plans to tweak the original
experiment. Rosenzweig says they
learned the strain he studied in Michigan
had an unknown mutation that may have
helped the E. coli develop biodiversity.
Also, evolving them on glucose, a
relatively complex carbon source, may
have boosted the founder E. coli chances
to evolve complexity, as its metabolism
produces multiple “edible” byproducts
such as acetate and glycerol.
“We have some serious questions we
would like to see answered,” Rosenzweig
says. “Are there certain genotypes that
make evolution of biodiversity more or
less likely? Are there certain types of
limiting resources that make the evolution

in the laboratory. The space agency wants
more knowledge about the ecological
conditions that promote development
of multicellular or quasi-multicellular
structures.
Within one closely related group of
algae, the volvocines, scientists recognize
both truly multicellular species such as
Volvox and truly single-celled species
like Chlamydomonas. Herron will use the
power of experimental evolution to see if
he can induce, via one or another type of
selection, single-celled critters to group
together and to do so in a way that is
stably heritable. In other words, Herron
and Rosenzweig want to identify a genetic
switch that enables a unicellular life form
to become multicellular. They will be aided
in this work by undergraduate researcher
Jacob Boswell.
“Starting with an organism,
Chlamydomonas, which is unicellular,
Matt and Jacob will see if they
can produce cultures consisting
of cells that uniformly give rise
to clusters of four, eight or
more cells that work together,”
Rosenzweig says. “It’s a long
Matthew Herron won
shot, but NASA thinks it’s a
a NASA postdoctoral
good enough bet to invest some
fellowship to study
whether he can
money. We hope to gain insight
prompt a single-celled
into the genetic basis of one of
organism to become
the
key innovations in the history of
multicellular in the
life
—
one
that almost certainly would
laboratory.
have to occur for intelligent life to arise
elsewhere in the universe. Also, on the
practical side of things, it did not escape
of biodiversity more or less likely?”
NASA’s attention that this photosynthetic
The researchers also will test whether
alga, Chlamydomonas, has become a
more diverse bacterial communities
workhorse in the bioenergy field.”
can withstand stress (such as rising
Studying how cells age to how they
temperatures) more readily than
become multicellular only scratches the
bacteria in a simple system, and
surface of all the work going on in the
whether diverse, cooperating bacterial
Rosenzweig lab, which engages swarms
communities are more resistant to
of microorganisms to understand some
invasion by “foreign” E. coli than nonof the most basic questions in biology.
cooperative systems.
Rosenzweig hopes the diverse projects
Another of Rosenzweig’s lab
under way in his UM lab will lead to
associates, Matthew Heron, recently
greater understanding of evolution and
landed a NASA postdoctoral fellowship
origins of life itself. V
to study whether he can induce a singleFor more information, email
celled organism to become multicellular
frank.rosenzweig@mso.umt.edu.

The great thing about
working with microbes in
a laboratory is that you
can conduct evolution
experiments at time
scales of weeks or months
that would require many
thousands of years in
long-lived species like
humans or elephants.
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Researcher studies incidence of
ADHD among wildland firefighters

J

umping from a plane
into the choking smoke
of a wildland fire takes
utter mental focus.

Anxiety about what might go wrong can
become a self-fulfilling prophecy. For most
of the decade (1995-2005) that Charles
Palmer served as a Missoula-based
smokejumper for the U.S. Forest Service,
he kept that mental clarity. Twice he did
not. Once he broke a leg and several
ribs. He’ll never forget the emergency
evacuation flight out at 1 a.m.
“That’s all because of bad mental
decisions,” the UM associate professor
says. “You’re not on you’re A-game that
day.”
Now in his sixth year teaching in
UM’s Department of Health and Human
Performance, Palmer maintains a
keen interest in what makes wildland
firefighters tick. Even in an office setting,
the former smokejumper exudes an
informal athleticism, and he goes by
Charlie, not Charles. However, when
it comes to the psychology of highrisk professions, he speaks with the
authority of academic study combined
with personal experience. Between fire
seasons starting in 1989, Palmer earned
all of his degrees at UM. His doctoral
dissertation focused on the relationship
between student-athletes and attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder.
As he learned more about ADHD,
Palmer wondered if some qualities that
serve wildland firefighters well — such as
a high comfort level with risk — also might
indicate a prevalence of ADHD in the
profession.
“Intuitively, it doesn’t make sense that
people who are distractible would thrive
in an environment where you have to pay
attention to be safe, but they do,” says
Palmer.
He found his chance to test the ADHD
theory in the summer of 2009, while
visiting fire camps for other funded
research. Palmer often teams with fellow
professors in his department who study
ways to help the nation’s 30,000 wildland

firefighters succeed in demanding
settings.
UM has a 45-year relationship with
the Forest Service and its Missoula
Technology and Development Center
to collaborate on wildland-firefighting
research. Most studies are geared
toward improving nutrition and exercise.
Palmer’s expertise is delving into the
human factors that affect decisionmaking, team-building and mental
response to stress. (His background
also includes a stint with the New York
Giants, conducting psychological testing

Every day, Palmer and the students
scored and analyzed the incoming data
in field trailers, marveling at what they
discovered.
“We kept double-checking and
triple-checking the results, and asking,
‘Really?’” Palmer recalls. “It was so
interesting to see the hunch that I had
was playing out in the research.”
The survey showed nearly 20 percent
of the firefighters reached or surpassed
a clinically significant cutoff score, which
could suggest the presence of ADHD.
Compare that to the 4 percent of adults

UM researcher Charles Palmer, shown here at the Missoula Smokejumper Visitor Center, is a
former wildland firefighter who now studies people in his former profession.

and profiling of NFL football players.)
With the help of three UM students,
Palmer surveyed 302 firefighters on
three separate wildland fires. They
recruited subjects by word of mouth and
via posted fliers. Each volunteer took
an 18-question survey called the Adult
ADHD Self-Report Scale, proven to be a
highly reliable test. Participants included
firefighters serving on hand crews,
working on engines, as timber fallers,
helicopter crewmembers and in the top
positions of incident command.
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in the general population with ADHD,
and it’s possible that four to five times as
many wildland firefighters may have the
disorder.
Palmer published the findings with
co-authors Steven Gaskill of UM, Joe
Domitrovich of the Missoula Technology
and Development Center, and UM
students Marcy McNamara, Brian
Knutson and Alysha Spear. The paper
appeared in the “Proceedings of the
Second Conference on the Human
Dimensions of Wildland Fire (2010).”

“Like any research, it posed a lot more questions than it
answered,” Palmer says. “The first is: Why is it so high?”
He is pursuing funding for more extensive surveys to validate
the initial figures and to investigate personal histories that
would shed insights to the experience of being a firefighter with
ADHD.
In addition to embracing risk, people with ADHD tend to be
highly active, distractible and impulsive. Those characteristics
can be positive and negative, Palmer points out. On the plus
side, firefighting is hard physical work. For people who have a
difficult time sitting still, it’s a great profession.
Distractible? That may not be the best quality in a classroom
when a lawn mower revs up outside the window, and the
student stops listening to the teacher to ponder the make of
the mower, says Palmer. But distractibility is critical for noticing
shifting winds or flying embers overhead that signal danger. On
the flip side, distraction in the field can lead to forgetting tasks
and being waylaid on the way to meet another firefighter or
deliver a key piece of equipment.
“Smokejumpers have a joke that they tell their buddies,”
Palmer says. “‘Sorry, I saw this shiny object,’ and they all know
what that means.”

With the knowledge that ADHD may
be prevalent, they can take special
measures to assure effective training,
better team dynamics and improved
communication and safety measures.
Impulsiveness may contribute to ease in a high-risk
environment, but it can lead to poor judgment, such as lighting
and tossing an old fusee (a torch used for backfires) to see if it
still works and without thinking of where it might land, he says.
Impulsive ADHD behaviors often are linked to heavy drinking,
drug use and spending the hard-earned overtime paycheck in
one spree.
The more managers know about wildland firefighters’
personalities and capabilities, the better, Palmer believes.
With the knowledge that ADHD may be prevalent, they can
take special measures to assure effective training, better team
dynamics and improved communication and safety measures.
“If figures are that high, are we training in the most effective
way?” Palmer asks. “Training often means you’re reading a
book, someone is lecturing or you’re taking a test.”
That kind of learning experience is the antithesis of how
people with ADHD learn, he says. Studies show experiential,
hands-on learning in dynamic environments works best.
When written materials are important, the more photographs
and captions the better. People with ADHD often excel with

interactive technology that involves fast clicks of the computer
mouse and moving from subject to subject.
“It’s important to find out where people thrive and don’t
thrive in high-risk professions,” says Palmer, who sees
potential research into ADHD among law enforcement officers,
steelworkers and others. “We want the people who are
comfortable with risk, but there’s a cost, too.
“Not every day is a fire,” he says. “You’re not jumping out of
an airplane, but you are in an office trying to compile reports,
and that’s just not a strength for a lot of firefighters.”
The growing force of wildland firefighters makes it even more
important to study and apply what’s learned about ADHD in
the profession, Palmer points out. The 30,000-firefighter figure
is expected to expand in an era of climate-change predictions
for more frequent and intense fires, as well as an increasing
number of homes in the urban-wildland fire interface.
The allure of fires will never leave Palmer — especially during
summer, when his thoughts drift from academics to the fire line.
“I’m thinking about my fellow firefighters working away in the
heat, chinking away at the next big or small fire,” he says.
Fortunately, his research often takes him right back to the
fire camp. Palmer sees his faculty position at UM — a leading
institution for wildland firefighting research — as an ideal
fit. In addition to UM’s Department of Health and Human
Performance, the College of Forestry and Conservation offers
a fire science minor degree specifically to prepare students for
careers in wildland fire management.
The setting alone couldn’t be better. Millions of acres of
wildlands lie within striking distance of UM, including the
historic Big Burn of 1910. The Southwest Montana Wildland
Fire Training Center offers a full curriculum on campus. The
Forest Service in Missoula houses the Fire Sciences Lab, the
Missoula Technology and Development Center, the Aldo Leopold
Wilderness Research Institute and, of course, the Missoula
Smokejumper Base.
For Palmer, smokejumping always will be close to his heart.
He’s proud of serving in what he’s careful not to call an elite
force, despite only 435 jumpers in the country. He’ll never forget
the first time he saw the parachutists floating down into a fire
in Montana, where Palmer first discovered firefighting in 1989.
Before they got there, the advancing fire overwhelmed the
crews. That changed with the arrival of the smokejumpers.
“It was a great moment,” he recalls. “I had clarity and knew
that’s what I wanted to do.”
Palmer applied six years in a row at every base in the country
before he was selected to be a Missoula smokejumper. He left
a steady job as a school psychologist in Colstrip for the lowerpaying, seasonal job.
“I didn’t think twice about that choice,” Palmer says, with a
bit of a wistful smile as he leans back in his office chair. “But it
takes a certain temperament and mentality.” V
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For more information, email charles.palmer@umontana.edu.
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S TUDENT R ESEARCHER
UM student Lance Pellerin conducted
research about a low-energy
computing system for the University.

Green
Computing
Student honored for study
of sustainable computers
Interview by
Alyse Backus

Lance Pellerin graduated this past spring from Missoula College (formerly
known as the College of Technology) with his associate degree in computer
technology. He left the program with a 4.0 grade-point average and moved to
UM’s central campus this fall to pursue a bachelor’s degree in computer science.
In April, Pellerin won the physical sciences category at the UM Undergraduate
Research Conference. His work has solicited discussion about the impact of
information technology in reducing the University’s overall carbon footprint.

What drew you to studying computer
science?
I have always been really fascinated
with technology, and when I decided
to come back to school I didn’t want to
just do nothing or just do my generaleducation credits. I looked through
all the programs that interested me
the most. Then I jumped into it with
everything I had.

What made you choose sustainability
and green computing for your
research?
The project was actually brought to
me by my adviser Tom Gallagher. The
year before he had done the same

thing, but he did it with computer labs
rather than individual users. He set me
off in a direction, and that’s where the
idea came from. Then I kind of made it
my own and expanded it.

Why is green computing an important
concept for UM?
Well, computers are in every single
office and every single building. They are
such a huge part of the infrastructure
that we have here at UM. Everyone
always talks about sustainability, but we
never think about these computers that
are sucking up so much juice. Computers
are a huge part of the electricity use that
UM generates.
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Ideally, what would you see UM do as
far as green computing?
Thin-client computers would be
used. They are basically stripped down
computers that use very little energy
and run off a server. Ideally, UM would
build its own server farm, and all of the
labs and all of the computers could be
converted to thin clients. Thin clients
would end up saving a huge amount
of energy over time. There are some
people at IT who are definitely interested
in it, but we have the infrastructure for
what we have already in place. It would
be such a huge expense to build the
server farms and buy all the servers
and thin clients. I am not sure if it’s
economically feasible for the school.

Is it something you could see UM
doing in 10 or 15 years?
I hope so. Because we get computer
upgrades every three or four years, it’s
something that could be done. It would
need to start being implemented, and
we need to have people that are open to

change. It wouldn’t only be the IT group
that would need to learn it, but everyone
using the thin clients. So that would
include the professors, the students
using the labs and the office workers.

You recently won the physical science
category at the UM Undergraduate
Research Conference. Can you
explain that project?
What we basically did was take a
test group of six users. Two of them
were faculty, two of them were staff
members, and two were student-used
computers like the ones used in Griz
Central. We measured their energy
output of the workstation they were
already using. We measured both the
monitor and the desktop tower. Then
we implemented two different types of
thin-client devices. We bought two HP
thin clients, and then I built two thin
clients using some old computers that
IT had lying around. I removed some
of the components that draw a lot of
energy and used a USB flash drive to
boot up into the operating system. They
all ran off a server that was housed
over at (Missoula College UM). Then we
measured the energy output.

What conclusion did your project
come to?
Thin-client computing is by far the
most energy-efficient computing there
is. Unfortunately, the ones that I built
didn’t really show any difference in
energy output as compared to the
regular stations. We concluded that
was because the power supplies in
them were going to put out that much
power no matter what components were
running inside of them.

Did you run into any obstacles during
the completion of your project?
The server I had was not ideal for a lot
of the users. I also didn’t have a large
amount of time to get everything set up
and do the proper testing to make sure
everything was working the way it would
need to in a professional environment. So
there were a couple hiccups.

Is this a project that you see yourself
expanding upon as you move through
your academic career?
I would definitely love to do some more
research. Maybe, if we could get a little
more funding and get a better server and
some more thin clients, we could expand
it to the computer labs and do something
on a bigger scale. Because it was only six
computers that I did, I am not sure how
concrete those results are. There needs
to be a larger-scale test done in order
to really nail down how much energy we
could really save the University in time.
I would also like to calculate how much
money we would save the University on
their electricity bill so maybe I could take
it to some of the higher-ups.

Were there any UM professors who
were instrumental to your project’s
success?
Tom Gallagher and Penny Jakes were
the two that helped me run the system.
Tom was my adviser on the project. He
was instrumental in getting the idea going
and also helping me to implement the
things I needed to. As far as Penny goes,
she was the other volunteer and she
supported me.
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What was it like for you to win?
It was a great feeling! I really was
nervous about it. I get anxious before I
do things, so it was a big relief. When I
finished, I felt like I did a good job and
it really could be something that could
impact the University for a long time. I felt
good about it, but it was a surprise to win.

You just earned your associate
degree, and you have pursued your
bachelor’s degree in computer
science this fall. What are you looking
forward to with this new academic
course?
I am really excited about getting into
the programming aspect. The (Missoula
College) program is much more focused
on the administration, hardware and
repair. Using the other side of your brain
to create this program that does what you
want it to is something I am really looking
forward to.

What are your long-term goals
regarding both your academic and
career plans?
Right now, I really like helping people.
I really enjoy helping people fix these
problems that are sometimes so foreign
to them that they don’t really grasp
what’s going on. It’s nice to help walk
them through and maybe teach them
something they didn’t know before. If I
don’t go into programming, I would like to
do something like that to help people with
technology and maybe bring technology
to countries that don’t have it right now.
I am interested in going to Third World
countries and setting up computer
infrastructures so they have access to the
same resources. The Internet is such an
amazing tool. It gives kids who may never
have a chance to get out of their country
the opportunity to do all these great
things and get all the education that the
rest of the world has access to. V

Fun
With
Taxes

Burke’s scholarship,
teaching add excitement
TO supposedly dry topic
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By Erika Fredrickson

W

hen Martin Burke says that tax law is fun, you
assume he’s one sandwich short of a picnic. Or that
he’s the anemic, sour, tight-laced tax guy you see
portrayed on television sitcoms. But the UM law professor, who
teaches the ins and outs of tax law, doesn’t fit that stereotype.
He is a gregarious sort and a man who laughs easily and with
joy. He appears eager to prove that the “nothing is certain but
death and taxes” quote shouldn’t be said with so much grave
cynicism — at least not the taxes part. Tax, he notes, is not an
evil. At its best, a tax system is a necessary part of what makes
for a good society.
Still. Fun?
To prove his point, Burke opens up a hefty, serious-looking
textbook called “Taxation of Individual Income,” which he cowrote with Michael K. Friel of the University of Florida College of
Law. He reads from it a surprisingly humorous tax story about
the country-western singer Conway Twitty.
Twitty, who was perhaps best known for the 1970 hit “Hello
Darlin,” opened a burger business called Twitty Burger in 1968.
Some of Twitty’s country musician friends, including Merle
Haggard, invested in Twitty Burger. But when Twitty Burger went
belly-up, Twitty felt that he owed his good friends their money
back. And he wanted to be able to deduct those repayments
from his taxes. This wasn’t about friendship, Twitty testified.
It was about preserving the Conway Twitty name brand as the
honest, stand-up guy he portrayed in his songs.
“The question is,” says Burke, “can he do that? He was
actually under no legal obligation to repay his investors.”
The story goes that the judge ruled in favor of deducting
the repayments. The judge closed his opinion with an “Ode to
Conway Twitty,” which included these lines: “Twitty Burger went
belly up/ But Conway remained true/ He repaid his investors,
one and all/It was the moral thing to do.../ Under the unique
facts of this case/Held: The deductions are allowed.”
Not to be outdone, the IRS wrote their own poem, which said:
“He repaid his friends /Why did he act /Was it business or
friendship
Which is fact? /Business, the court held/ It’s deductible, they
feel /We disagree with the answer /But let’s not appeal.”
“Real life is much more interesting than fiction,” Burke said.
“And the tax law has a lot of real-life examples like this that are
amazing.”
When people are young, they want to be an astronaut or an
actor or a doctor or even a lawyer, but they don’t want to go into
tax law. Burke is no exception. “I would never in a million years
have dreamed that I would spend my career teaching tax,”
he says.
He studied political science and Italian at Gonzaga University,
and from 1968 to 1969, his junior year, he studied abroad in
Florence, Italy. He recalls the effect the city had on him — the
way it still magnificently captured the Renaissance.
“To walk the streets every day and realize some of the
greatest artists and civic leaders had walked those streets, to

be in a place that is truly cosmopolitan with people from all
over the world, was transformative,” he says. “We’re all citizens
of the world, and living in Florence really brought that home
for me.”
Burke attended the UM School of Law. He envisioned himself
as a trial attorney, and he clerked for Judge William J. Jameson,
a federal judge. Working with Jameson, he researched a
number of tax-shelter cases that he found intriguing. After
clerking, he worked for Crowley, Haughey, Hanson, Toole
and Dietrich in Billings and discovered just how pervasive tax
issues are.
“I found myself working on transactions and realizing there
was a tax dimension to every one of them,” he says.
He started teaching classes focused on wills, trusts and
estates at UM — a course which implicates the tax law. A few
years later he took a leave of absence to get an advanced law
degree in tax at New York University, which was at the time the
premier tax-law school.
“And so I did that and then ended up staying on at NYU
teaching tax,” he says. “I returned to UM and started teaching
exclusively in the tax field. And so my engagement with the tax
law was something that I came to after focusing on areas of the
law other than tax.”
Burke has taught many tax law courses over the years:
corporate tax, federal individual income tax, nonprofit
organizations, partnership tax and taxation of property
transactions. Burke digs below the surface of those dry terms
to find fascinating elements of tax law. He asks his students
seemingly simple questions like, “What is income?”

When people are young,
they want to be an
astronaut or an actor
or a doctor or even a
lawyer, but they don’t
want to go into tax law.
“One might assume that’s an obvious question with an
obvious answer,” he says. “But, for example, what if someone
enters into a barter arrangement? I provide you legal services;
you provide me services. Is there gross income? Or what if
someone wrote a check to you on Dec. 31 at 7 p.m. to pay you
for services rendered. Do you have income at the moment
when you receive that check even though the banks are closed
and you can’t cash it? Or do you have income the next year?”
Beyond hypotheticals, Burke wants his students to
understand how prevalent tax issues will be no matter what
area of law they end up in. For instance, he says, if you’re a
trial lawyer representing a client in an automobile accident or
a wrongful discharge action, the client needs to know whether
any settlement or judgment received will be taxable.
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“Your client wants to
“A million-dollar home in
know ‘What am I going to
Montana is quite a home,
have for myself, after I pay
right?” Burke says, smiling.
your fee and both federal
“Should the government
and state taxes?’ As a
be subsidizing a person
lawyer, you need to have
who purchases a millionan answer for the client.”
dollar home? Should the
That sort of practical
government be subsidizing
application is no doubt
someone who acquires
important to Burke. And
two residences? It’s an
the quirky anecdotes,
interesting question.”
such as the Conway Twitty
Like the Socrates of tax
ode, add color to tax law
law, Burke follows one
history. But sitting with
question with another,
Burke over a cup of coffee,
hoping to get his students
you get a sense that tax
to think critically about the
Like the Socrates of tax law, Burke follows
law means more than that
world. Tax is pervasive, he
one
question
with
another,
hoping
to
get
his
to him, and it doesn’t take
says. It’s at the forefront
students to think critically about the world. of political campaigns. It’s
long for him to explain
why. Tax laws aren’t just
behind every economic
rules that we follow, he says, but indications of what we, as a
decision, local and beyond. And Burke has his own concerns
society, believe is important. Tax law, for instance, allows us to
about the state of the world. The current trend in politics that
be more selective in how we support art, environment, health
denies any positive role of taxes in society ruffles him.
and other areas, which is especially applicable in a place such
“I’m very concerned about the state of affairs,” he says.
as Missoula that bursts with nonprofits.
“For the last few decades we have seen virtually 99 percent
“You can reduce your income taxes by contributing to
of people running for public office saying we need to reduce
nonprofits,” Burke says. “So you get to decide, in effect, how
taxes; it’s become the mantra. The gap between what people
tax dollars will be used. Our tax law could be written to say
expect the government to do and what people are willing to pay
there will be no charitable deductions and that the government
for it is getting greater and greater. But take natural disasters.
or state will in effect decide which charitable entities survive
When Katrina happened what did we hear again and again on
and which don’t. Instead, we get to decide that. So if I make
the news: ‘Where’s the government?’ The BP oil spill: ‘Where’s
a check out to (the UM) Foundation, I get to decide that there
the government?’ We expect government to be there when we
will be more student scholarships. If I write a check out to
need it, but that costs something.
the Missoula Art Museum, I’m saying I want the museum to
“Taxes are viewed as evil, and they aren’t that at all,” he
continue its work. The public policy dimension of the charitable
adds. “Here we are at a public university. Tax dollars support
deduction is important. I want our students to be aware of it.”
this university. Question: Can we afford to have public
In this light, it’s easy to see that Burke is the same man who
universities? The other side of that question is: Can we afford
walked the streets of Italy years ago admiring creative minds
not to?”
and civic duty.
Last spring, Burke received a standing ovation from his
“We live in a country that has said the American Dream
students on his final day of class as a full-time law professor.
involves home ownership,” he says. “And to encourage home
Now partly retired, he intends to write a book. Not a technical
ownership we have a range of tax incentives.”
book full of rules and historical footnotes, of course, but one
But the picture isn’t all roses and apple pie, and Burke isn’t
with humor and amazing real-life tax stories. Fun stories, that
afraid to ask his students to ponder the darker side of taxes in
he hopes will inspire people to think seriously about the world
terms of public policy. People often use home equity to take big
in which we live.
vacations or buy a new car — and the tax law accommodates
“It’s very important for our students to start thinking about
that by allowing deductions of interest on home equity loans.
public policy because they as lawyers will be people influential
Which sounds great. But is it?
in their communities and states,” he says. “None of this is
“I raise the question to my students,” Burke says. “Doesn’t
carved in stone. Tax law is written today, erased tomorrow. So
that encourage consumption?”
who makes the tax law? Well, we make the law. And in many
Another issue to ponder: Federal tax law permits interest
cases law students will play a significant role in that.” V
to be deducted on housing acquisition debt up to $1 million,
For more information, email
which can be split between two homes.
jmartin.burke@mso.umt.edu.
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Cross-State Cooperation

MSU’s Kathy Whitlock and UM’s Ric Hauer co-direct the new Montana Institute on Ecosystems.

By Deborah Richie

C

Universities unite for ecosystem institute

ompetition is the name of the game between The
University of Montana and Montana State University, right?
For the first time in U.S. history, two public universities
from the same state, in this case UM and MSU, have formed a
grand consortium for ecosystem science. In fact, the Montana
Institute on Ecosystems spans the entire higher education
system, involving faculty, undergraduates and graduate
students from Montana’s two larger research universities, as
well as the state’s two-year and tribal colleges.
The institute breaks traditional boundaries right and left,
leaving the Griz-Cat rivalry behind to reach across disciplines
such as agriculture, geology, dance and journalism. Working
together to understand and sustain the ecosystems that
support Montanans is all about being on the same team.
“We have some of the best people in the world at these
two universities,” says Ric Hauer, UM’s institute director. “The
two administrations, the Board of Regents and the Office of
the Commissioner of Higher Education all came together to
develop a clearly good idea.”
Cathy Whitlock, the MSU institute director, chats with
her counterpart Hauer multiple times a week to co-steer the
fledgling program, which was formed in November 2011. She
credits MSU President Waded Cruzado and UM President
Royce Engstrom for their openness to new ways of doing

business since they took their respective leadership reins in
2010.
“We see it as a grand experiment,” Whitlock says. “We’re
excited to have the opportunity to guide the institute through
these initial stages.”
The two directors point to the impressive speed of the
institute’s growth soon after the National Science Foundation
awarded it $20 million over five years. In its first month, the
institute attracted 200 faculty affiliates. By summer 2012, the
new organization supported research for nearly 60 faculty,
some 40 graduate students and upward of 25 undergraduates.
The NSF funding comes from the Experimental Program to
Stimulate Competitive Research (EPSCoR) program, dedicated
to helping smaller-population states compete with states such
as California, New York and Michigan. Montana has received
EPSCoR funding since 1980, when the program started, and
has the best track record for using its funding to increase its
percentage of the overall NSF money.
Take that impressive grant record. Add nearby breathtaking
ecosystems that include the Crown of the Continent and the
Greater Yellowstone. Then top it off with renowned scientific
faculty and strong schools of forestry, journalism, agriculture,
the arts, engineering and more. Ice the cake with federal, state
and nonprofit ecosystem partners located in Montana. Perhaps
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it’s not so surprising NSF
fisheries and agriculture.
High
over
the
Mission
mountains,
Ric
Hauer
pilots
the
plane
he
chose to fund the new
“If people are not
uses to take high-resolution imagery for his research.
institute.
concerned about climate
(Photo by Tom Seabase)
“What could be more
change and how it’s going
important to the state of
to affect the hydrology of
every stream and river, you find a tight
Montana than a place-based location for
Montana and our forests, our agricultural
coupling between water and land where
big-scale ecological research?” Hauer
lands, our recreation, tourism and our
a huge amount of biological activity
asks. “This is as good as it gets anywhere
economy, they aren’t paying attention,”
takes place. Rivers are magnets for
on the planet.”
Hauer says.
people, too. Their valleys have long
Hauer and Whitlock believe that the
Making science relevant and engaging
offered the best places for roads,
research coming from the collective and
is a critical part of the institute, Hauer
such as Interstate 90 that follows the
brilliant minds in Montana will have farstresses. That’s where mediums such as
reaching positive effects beyond the state. Clark Fork, and for farm irrigation. The
dance and music can play a pivotal role.
highest-value real estate lies close to
“NSF looks at the institute as a new
The “Sound of Rivers” exemplifies
their shores, where people in turn try to
model for how a small-population state
an institute research theme that cuts
control the natural dynamics of water
with more than one university, like Idaho
across disciplines. UM physical scientist
or the Dakotas, would be able to coalesce flows to stave off flooding.
Mark Lorang, stationed at Flathead Lake
To address complex ecosystem
around a theme to be regionally important
Biological Station, studies sediment
themes, the institute has formed
and nationally significant,” Hauer says.
motion and the complex sounds created
unusual teams of faculty for incubator
Thinking big and interdisciplinary
by river flow as waters rush over and move
grants. Wildlife biologists, foresters
comes easily to Hauer, who has spent the
rocks of different sizes. He discovered
and geologists are putting their heads
past 27 years as a professor of stream
in earlier work that rivers with the least
together with journalists, artists,
ecology at UM’s Flathead Lake Biological
amount of human impact tend to have
musicians and anthropologists.
Station, one of the most highly regarded
the most complex soundscapes. All along
Asking new research questions
centers for freshwater research in the
a river are riffles, pools and eddies that
based on fresh perspectives is just
world.
create melodies with a purpose. The
Hauer and colleague Gary Lamberti co- what’s needed in an era of great
underwater tunes help guide fish and
edited the widely used textbook “Methods challenges, agree Hauer and Whitlock,
smaller aquatic life to the places they
who point to climate change as the
in Stream Ecology.” To conduct his own
need to survive.
strongest interacting theme.
research, Hauer flies a plane above the
The new team from UM and MSU
“Climate change is the environmental takes Lorang’s research in new directions
Flathead River, where he observes the
issue for Montana, because it will affect
interweaving of Montana’s waterways.
that can help guide how we care for
everything, particularly our water,”
“Freshwater is one of those areas that
and restore our rivers. An aquatic
Whitlock says.
tends to lead to highly interdisciplinary
biologist who studies insects living in the
Hauer gives an example based on
and large-scale research and thinking,”
subsurface aquifer away from rivers works
scientific data showing that Montana’s
Hauer says.
with Lorang to see if sounds are important
snowpack melts sooner in spring. The
To understand rivers, you have to look
to how these miniscule creatures navigate
change of timing, in turn, can lead to
at huge landscapes from the headwaters
from the near-river aquifer to the river
earlier and longer wildfire seasons and
to the oceans, he explains. Rivers form
channels. An outside partner, S&K (Salish
less water available in late summer for
the backbones of whole systems. On
and Kootenai) Electronics, provides
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Using a $20 million, five-year-grant from the National Science Foundation, the
new institute will study some of Montana’s most epic landscapes, including the
Crown of the Continent Region and Glacier National Park. (Photo by Ray Callaway)

software for buried fiber-optic cables that
can pick up noise coming from waters
below ground.
Then comes the arts piece. A
UM music professor plans to write a
composition using the sound of rivers
as inspiration. Dancers will choreograph
a piece to accompany the music. The
idea is to share the sound of rivers with
Montanans to reveal the wonders of the
science. The research has revealed that
rivers sing for those who listen. It just
may be that preserving their song will
be critical to river health in a changing
climate.
Whitlock offers another example of
an institute team formed to study the
effects of climate change on forest health,
comparing tribal and nontribal lands.
Professors from Salish Kootenai College,
UM and MSU are working closely with
tribal elders to gain insights on indigenous
traditions of managing forests with fire.
The institute does more than set up
teams as incubators of new research
for expanded funding. In the future, it
may be possible for students to sign
up for courses at both universities via
distance education. Meanwhile, autumn
2012 kicked off a seminar series titled
“Rough Cut Science.” Each week, a
faculty member from UM or MSU delivers
a seminar at each campus. They share
research and also get to know one
another.
At UM, a new graduate program
called Systems Ecology applies the crossdiscipline principles of the institute,
ensuring the research reflects what’s
taking place in the real world in a

meaningful way, Hauer says.
Ultimately, the work of the institute
has to make a difference for Montanans
and its children if it’s going to be
successful, Hauer and Whitlock say.
They are committed to putting the
institute on a sustainable pathway
that offers a national model of how to
do research by pooling resources and
talent.

a structure for doing what they would
really like to do anyway.”
Hauer believes that the incubation
grants today will lead to fully funded
research with the capacity for major “ahha!” discoveries of great significance to
Montanans.
“Something that’s fundamentally
transformative is not going to come buried
deep within a discipline,” he says. “It’s

McDonald Creek in Glacier National Park (Photo by Ric Hauer)

“All of these people have very wellrecognized careers in their own right,”
Hauer says of the faculty who participate
in the institute. “To be able to bring
them together in an institute that fosters
collaboration instead of individual
scientists doing their own thing provides
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at the edges where disciplines interact.
That’s where transformative science and
understanding comes about.” V
For more information, email Hauer at
ric.hauer@flbs.umt.edu or Whitlock at
whitlock@montana.edu.

Mining for Memories
UM professor studies experiences of Butte children for latest book

By Caroline Kurtz

T

hroughout her career as a social
work professor and in writings about
the history of Butte, where she grew up,
UM Professor Janet Finn repeatedly has
explored, captured and given voice to the
often-overlooked stories of women and
their unique contributions to society.
In her most recent book, “Mining
Childhood: Growing up in Butte, 19001960,” published in December by the
Montana Historical Society, Finn turns her
attention to children and what childhood
once was like on “The Richest Hill on
Earth.”
“I was curious whether we would get
a different sense of Butte by using this
lens of childhood,” she says, “and also
whether we might get a different sense of
childhood in general from looking at this
particular example.”
“Mining Childhood” is written for
the general reader, as well as anyone
interested in labor or local history. This
book, Finn says, more than any other
of her works, really is about listening to

people’s memories of their experiences
growing up and paying close attention to
the child’s view.
“It’s easy to assume that we as adults
‘know best’ about childhood and that we
know the ‘best thing’ for children,” she
says. “Yet, obviously, this is not always
true.”
She began her research with
archival accounts, spending the
summers of 2009 and 2010 blissfully
cellphone- and email-free among
the Butte-Silver Bow Public Archives
in the Mining City. There she found
previously recorded oral histories,
reading them carefully for specific
childhood stories and the ways in
which people remembered their
youth. Those histories led her to other
documents from institutions such as
the Soroptimist’s Home and the Paul
Clark Home for Children, as well as
newspaper accounts beginning in the
early 20th century. She began to see
common themes emerge, such as the
significance of ethnic and neighborhood
identities, how children worked and
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Charles Dumke, a UM associate
professor of health and human
performance, outfits graduate
student Nate Keck with equipment
necessary for metabolic testing.

Janet Finn, a professor in
UM’s School of Social Work

played and their insightful
awareness of “good times
versus bad” — both for
their families and for the
community as a whole.
The early 1900s were
a progressive time for
children, Finn says, during
which many present-day
institutions developed
around compulsory public
education, youth safety and justice, and
childhood enrichment, as embodied
in boys’ clubs, the Boy Scouts and Girl
Scouts, Camp Fire Girls and the YMCA.
And Butte was something of a test case
for these emerging social systems and
watched closely by the rest of the state.
“You really get a sense from newspaper
accounts for how much was going on then
relating to children,” she says.
Ultimately, Finn combined this research
with about 20 new interviews she
conducted with people between 70 and
95 years old with a specific focus on their
childhood memories. She met about
a dozen at the Belmont Senior Center,
where she would eat lunch and listen
informally at first, later conducting indepth oral histories.
“We think that Butte was always about
copper and the Anaconda Company,” Finn
says. “But it was really so much more. It
was also about working hard to give a leg
up and a better life to children. There’s
no denying, however, the powerful
presence and impact of mining.”
The personal memories that
narrate and carry “Mining
Childhood” capture children’s
accounts of strikes, the
outbreak of Spanish flu,
World War II and other
social upheavals of the
day. Agitation between
miners and the Anaconda
Copper Mining Company
was ever-present, and
children felt the conflict on a
personal level.
One source, for example,
recounted the particularly violent
strike of 1946, when she was 5. Her

father, not a miner, had a job in plant
maintenance that required him to cross
the picket line. Finn’s source recalled
her home being surrounded by an angry
mob that broke windows and spraypainted the outside. She described her
uncomprehending fear as neighbors she
knew and trusted turned on her family.
Her older sister suffered even more at
school. She remembered being taken
to an aunt and uncle’s house while
the confrontation was going on, then
having to live for several months in an
apartment in Uptown Butte while the
damage was repaired.
Yet afterward, when the family finally
moved back home, a neighborhood
group brought toys and gifts to try to
make amends.
“Children almost always have a more
nuanced interpretation of what is going
on,” says Finn, adding that their stories
speak directly from the heart and
capture the poignancy of a complicated
situation.
According to Finn’s accounts, children
very much were aware of the pattern
of good times, followed by bad times,
followed by good again. Throughout the
memories that people shared with her
runs a sense of pride in the uniqueness
of Butte as a hardscrabble place where
dirty and dangerous work was done to
provide important material to the nation.
Kids growing up there took particular
pride in that and in navigating the
unusual cultural and physical landscape
that was Butte.
Finn says that one of the first things
people talk about in remembering
childhood is their sense of the different
ethnic identities and neighborhoods
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and how they learned
to understand and
appreciate the
differences. Mostly this
happened through play,
which took place amid
unsafe mining structures
and omnipresent
machinery and which
children took to be their
rightful realm.
Above all, people remember stories of
their active participation in the success
of the family. Even though unions
ensured good wages for miners, it was
an extremely difficult way to make a living
and every little bit of extra income was
important. Children as young as 9 found
ingenious ways to make money, which
went into family coffers.
Peddling newspapers, setting up
pins in the bowling alley and collecting,
cleaning and filling miners’ lunch buckets
were standard occupations for children.
More enterprising, perhaps, was how
one man remembered parlaying a keen
ear for accents into learning the songs
of specific Irish counties, then finding
the bars patronized by those men and
singing the particular “come all ye’s”
that had the most meaning, which often
translated to tearful, grateful tips. Or the
lad who learned to play the accordion and
entertained patrons in a neighborhood
bar until 2 a.m., then was escorted safely
home by his father.
The stories in “Mining Childhood”
provide firsthand accounts of the
remarkable resilience and ingenuity of
children, who are “capable of much richer
social, economic and political lives than
we typically give them credit for,” Finn
says.
Whether in stories of Butte childhoods
or of gender oppression and globalization
in the Americas, one thing in Finn’s
research is primary: letting individual
stories truly be told.
“It shows respect to let people tell their
own versions,” she says. V
For more information, email
janet.finn@umontana.edu.

UM’s Innovation Internship
Program offers students the
chance to get real-world,
hands-on experience

Tech-T
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or Zachary Scott, education has
never been the problem.
By the time he reached his third year
of law school at UM, Scott already was
loaded for bear in terms of classwork.
He’d already received his undergraduate
degree from Dartmouth and earned a
doctorate in immunology and virology
from the University of Massachusetts.
After jumping over to the legal world, he
even spent time working at a boutique law
firm in Boston before moving across the
country to enroll at UM.

who has an interest in intellectual
property law, there’s really no better way
to get that kind of hands-on exposure,”
Scott says. “By that I mean actually
getting involved with inventors and
getting involved with patent attorneys.
If you come in and do a yearlong
internship with the office of tech transfer,
you’re going to get a lot of exposure to
many different facets of that process.”
During the year he spent in OTT, Scott
says he gained experience working on
myriad projects, both small and large.
Among other things, that meant pitching

scientists and researchers, and you get
to see their state-of-the-art work.”
For OTT Director Joe Fanguy, the
Innovation Internship Program was
born partly out of necessity — the
mission of his office is multifaceted
and multidisciplinary, and there is
simply a lot of work to be done — and
part out of his own experiences as an
undergraduate and graduate student.
Fanguy studied chemistry at Mississippi
State University and, like Scott, spent at
least part of his academic life thinking
he was going to become a scientist.
In retrospect,
he admits his
education
was heavy on
coursework and
light on how to
actually bring his
By Chad Dundas
science to the
marketplace.
“Throughout my study of chemistry,”
he says, “I was never once exposed
to anything about business or
entrepreneurship or anything of that
nature.”
Never was that more apparent than
during his graduate-school experience,
Fanguy says, when he and others
partnered with a company in the United
Kingdom to try to get a drug screening
technology they’d developed into the
commercial market. Though ultimately
unsuccessful, the endeavor was eyeopening, and it changed Fanguy’s entire
career path.
“The bad news is [the technology]
never made it to the commercial
market,” he says. “The good news is I
gained a perspective of the opportunity
that exists when you partner good
academic research with the private
sector.”
His interest in technology transfer
duly sparked, Fanguy dabbled in
intellectual property in an office at
Mississippi State very similar to the one
he would eventually lead at UM. Since
coming north in 2009, he’s worked to
expand the reach and overall mission of
the Office of Technology Transfer as it

Transfer Trainees

s

Just a year away from receiving
his juris doctorate and diving into the
professional world in Missoula, however,
Scott had come to realize that western
Montana wasn’t exactly overflowing with
opportunities to get real-world experience
in his chosen practice area: intellectual
property and patent law.
Fortunately, that’s where UM’s Office
of Technology Transfer was able to help.
In spring 2011, Scott became one
of the first students to sign on for OTT’s
Innovation Internship Program. Each
year the fledgling program, initiated by
UM’s Office of Technology Transfer, offers
qualified students the chance to spend
10 to 20 hours per week working in the
tech-transfer office, getting a practical
introduction to OTT’s effort to bridge the
gap between UM’s academic research
and the private sector.
For Scott, the experience was just what
the doctor ordered. No pun intended.
“From the perspective of a law student

Joe Fanguy, director of UM’s Office
of Technology Transfer (left), poses
with Zachary Scott, one of the first
students to try the new Innovation
Internship Program.

in with the University’s intellectual
property portfolio by helping to manage
the patents UM already holds, drafting
provisional patents and interacting with
the outside attorneys the school works
with on a regular basis.
“Some of them aren’t the sexiest
things,” he says of the projects he
worked on, “but some of them are very
exciting.”
On the latter end of the spectrum,
Scott says he’s most proud of the
strides he helped make on some of
OTT’s better-known projects, such as
Missoula’s Rivertop Renewables, and
aiding in UM Professor Dave Poulsen’s
work to use low-dose methamphetamine
on patients who’ve suffered different
types of brain injuries. All of that
was thrilling for a student whose two
passions are science and law, Scott
says.
“The University of Montana has a lot
of exciting research going on,” he says.
“Some of that is fairly well-known in the
community and on campus, and some
of it isn’t. Some of it is a little bit behind
the scenes, so one of the wonderful
things about working in the office of tech
transfer is that you really get to meet the
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s
attempts to help the school broaden
and better manage its research and
development efforts on all fronts.
The Innovation Internship Program
is part of that drive, and Fanguy
hopes it can give students in multiple
disciplines the chance to get the
kind of crash course he never got
as a budding chemist. Within the
bounds of the program, he is able
to put law students such as Scott
to work gaining valuable practice
with intellectual property, as well as
overseeing interns from the business
school and the scientific disciplines as
they work on behalf of the University
in business development, marketing
and entrepreneurial support. By
the time their internships are over,
Fanguy says, most students get the
opportunity to try their hands at all
of the above, sharpening important
skills each step of the way.
“I think the experience is the key,”
he says. “Most of our interns work
here because they’re looking for an
opportunity to apply what they’ve
been learning in the classroom and
get some real-life experience.”
Since beginning with just one
student from the business school, the
program now takes on between two
and four interns each year. Fanguy
hopes those numbers increase little
by little as the program gains more of
a foothold on campus. In addition, he
says the internship program is part of
an overall effort to increase student

A former researcher and now
second-year law student,
Quinton King helps manage
UM’s intellectual property
portfolio — much of which was
developed in campus labs.
Second-year law student
Pamela Combo has gained
valuable experience working
with UM’s technology
transfer office in Main Hall.

s

engagement and give students
more opportunities to hone their
crafts before taking on the working
world.
“I feel that we’ve had great
success with the program,” Fanguy
says. “A number of outstanding
students have worked with us in our
office doing great things. Now we’ve
been able to expand in other ways
of student engagement as well. On
a personal level, that’s really one of
my passions.”
For a student like Scott, his
involvement with the Office of
Technology Transfer proved
invaluable just before graduation.
He now operates his own practice
in Missoula working in — what else?
— patent and intellectual property
law, putting to work his considerable
talents, his considerable education
and his considerable experience.
“The most enjoyable and
interesting aspect of working
through the office of tech transfer
is you get to have access not only
to the individual personalities who
are doing research, but also what
they’re working on,” he says. “What
are their plans? What are their next
steps? How are these technologies
and discoveries that they’re making
at The University of Montana going
to translate to everyday life?” V
Forresearch
more information
email
Bundle likes
that
represents joe.fanguy@mso.umt.edu.
what he calls “good
application,” resulting in useful
outcomes for members of the public.
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iomimicry is

innovation inspired
by nature. In a
society accustomed
to dominating or
“improving” nature, this
respectful imitation is a
radically new approach,
a revolution really.
Unlike the Industrial
Revolution, the
Biomimicry Revolution
introduces an era
based not on what
we can extract from
nature, but on what we
can learn from her.

Janine Benyus —
Biologist, Innovation
Consultant, Author
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